Implementing MAGMA
Tensor Interfaces

Background

MAGMA - Matrix algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures
- performs calculations on GPUs and multicore CPUs for more efficient computations.
- supports matrix-matrix, matrix-vector, vector-vector, scalar-vector, and scalar-matrix operations
  ➢ i.e. SGETTM - Single Precision General Matrix Matrix Multiplication

Tensors
- Tensors are mathematical data containers that represent multi-dimensional arrays of numerical values
  ➢ Have important applications in machine learning, electro dynamics, and other fields.
- 0-rank tensor (scalar)
- 1-rank (vector)
- 2-rank (matrix)
- 3-rank
- 4-rank
- 5-rank

Tensor Multiplication

Non-batched n-D tensor multiplication
- Loop through the batches of A and B and perform (n-1)-D multiplication on the batches.

Batched 3D tensor multiplication
- Initialize 2D array (double pointer) and point to single arrays.
- Allocate memory and compute 2D array without loops.

SGETTM

Single precision General Tensor Tensor Multiplication

In general, we contract the last dimension of A with the second to last dimension of B.

Results

We evaluated the performance of MAGMA and TensorFlow. Vertical axes in both figures below represent the time elapsed, while horizontal axes represent the tensor size. Regarding the performance test shown in Figure 5, TensorFlow performs the best when tensor size is below 600. It becomes the worst afterwards. While MAGMA SGETT batched function is more efficient in larger tensor sizes.

Figure 6 indicates the better performance of MAGMA SGETT when tensor dimension becomes higher.

Conclusion and Future Direction

MAGMA
- SGETT provides a potential of using GPU to compute higher dimension of tensors efficiently, particularly in larger tensor size. We plan to evaluate SGETT performance on 5D tensor multiplication, and to find out feasibility of 4D tensor computation in batched approach.
- The transpose routine can be expanded upon (add 4D, 5D, etc), and the transpose option can be added as a SGETT parameter.
- Other contraction methods can be implemented in SGETT.

PyMagmaDNN
- As a way to increase accessibility of MagmaDNN and to provide those in the ML community another resource, continual development and the completion of PyMagmaDNN is a high priority.
- Next steps include implementation of MagmaDNN’s layer framework, model evaluation, and Tensor-Tensor operations.